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Introduction
Amorphous metals are a relatively new class of alloy, originating in about 1960 with the discovery of thin metallic ribbons by splat cooling [1] . These are always alloys, and pure metal glasses have not yet been produced. As these alloys are non-crystalline, they have no dislocations, at least in the sense normally described in crystalline materials. Thus, amorphous metals have yield stresses that are higher than crystalline alloys. High fracture stress, low elastic moduli, and sometimes-favorable fracture toughnesses are observed. Often, favorable corrosion properties were observed, as well, partly due to an absence of grain boundaries. Towa rd s 1990, alloys with deep eutectics were developed that allowed liquid structures to be retained in thicker sections in the amorphous state on cooling to ambient temperature [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . With this development, there has been fairly intensive study of bulk metallic glasses (BMG) for possible structural applications. Most of the alloys in this chapter are relevant to BMGs. Table 1 lists some of the short-term mechanical properties of some BMGs taken from and some of the impressive properties are listed. Fig. 1 , based on an illustration by [35] , is a timetemperature-transformation (T-T-T) diagram that illustrates some of the important temperatures for metallic glasses. First, there is the equilibrium liquid to solid transition at the melting temperature T m where, of course, multiple solid crystalline phases form on cooling. Below this temperature a T-T-T curve is illustrated. Cooling below T m must be sufficiently rapid to Fig. 1 -A time-temperature-transformation diagram that illustrates the important temperature regions of BMGs from Ref. [36] .
avoid intersecting the "nose" of the curve. Also illustrated is the glass transition temperature, T g . This is generally assigned to that temperature where there is discontinuity in the change of a property (e.g. heat capacity, thermal expansion coefficient, etc.) with temperature. The region between T m and T g is generally referred to as the supercooled liquid regime. Some values for various BMGs are listed in Table 2 [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] .
The discussions in this chapter will be largely confined to temperatures above 0.7 T g . As will be discussed subsequently, this is the regime in which homogeneous deformation is observed. This review refers to this regime as a "creep regime" of amorphous metals. A practical importance of this regime is that this is where forming of a metallic glass is frequently performed. This regime is contrasted by the regime of lower temperatures where heterogeneous deformation or shear banding is often (but not always) observed.
2.
Mechanisms of deformation
Overview
The suggested deformation mechanism has generally fallen into three categories: (a) Dislocation-like defects [48] [49] [50] , (b) diffusion-type deformation [51] , and (c) shear transformation zones (STZs) [52, 53] . These are illustrated in Fig. 2 , and are all early explanations for plasticity, but it appears that the amorphous metals community has generally embraced the third, STZ [12, 13, 54] . The essence of this latter mechanism is that there is a socalled "free volume" in amorphous metals. Free volume is a "concept" and it has no absolute definition. The starting state is the baseline; only the difference has meaning, so a change in density after deformation defines the free volume. The exact form and shape of these free volumes is not known. Increasing free volume would be associated with decreased density. Estimates for free volume for Zr 41.2 Ti 13.8 Cu 12.5 Ni 10 Be 22.5 (Vitreloy 1) is about 3% [54] . Free volume decreases (tighter packing) appear to increase ductility in homogeneous deformation Table 1 -Mechanical properties of some glassy alloys from Ref. [13] . Note: E, Young's modulus; y , yield strength; f , fracture stress; ε y , elongation at yielding; ε p , plastic elongation. All the tests were conducted under compression, generally, at strain-rates from (1-5) × 10 −4 s −1 . Table 2 -Deformation data of some BMGs in the super-cooled liquid region from Ref. [78] . [47] a "T" and "C" stand for tension and compression, respectively.
at ambient temperature [55] . With an applied stress, groups of atoms (e.g. few to 100 [2, 54, 56] ), under an applied shear stress, , move and perform work. This constitutes an STZ. Argon et al. [51, 52] considered that the STZ operation takes place within the elastic confinement of a surrounding glass matrix, and the shear distortion leads to stress and strain redistribution around the STZ region [2, 51, 52] . When the STZs exist throughout the alloy we have homogeneous deformation. STZs also occur in shear bands leading to heterogeneous deformation. STZs have been observed to create free volume during homogeneous deformation [57, 58] . Steady-state flow within the homogeneous regime can be considered a case where there is a balance between free volume creation and annihilation [77] . Fig. 2b illustrates the STZ mechanism. Argon et al. described the activation energy for this process and Schuh The equations that have been used to describe the creeprate based on STZ have used the classic rate equation formalism leading to [2] :
where ˛о is a constant that includes the fraction of material deforming by activation, о is an attempt frequency, and о is the characteristic strain of an STZ, and V is the activation volume. The hyperbolic sine function arises, as there can be both a forward and reverse "reaction". At low stresses ( ≪ kT/V), this equation reduces to the Newtonian:
since "reverse" deformation is irrelevant. Conversely, at stresses, ≫ kt/V,
Schuh et al. [2] point out that Eq. (1) suggests a Newtonian region followed by, with increasing stress, continual increase in stress exponent. Examples of BMGs that have evinced Eqs.
(1)-(3) behaviors are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 , which plot the steady-state creep behavior of several BMGs [2, 36] .
The figures on steady-state behavior illustrate that with increasing strain-rate and/or decreasing temperature there is a breakdown in Newtonian behavior and the apparent stress-exponent increases. Generally, this has been regarded as a natural consequence of Eq. (2), the rate equation that predicts Newtonian behavior at low stresses (higher temperature and lower strain-rates) but increased exponents with higher stresses (low temperatures and higher strainrates). This explanation does not appear to be unanimously embraced [36] . For some, an important question is whether the non-Newtonian homogeneous deformation region is actually a reflection of nano-crystallization.
These equations suggest that free volume is largely responsible for plastic flow; larger free volumes would appear to more easily lead to regions of plastic flow. Schuh et al. point out that atomic simulations have suggested that other variables such as short-range chemical ordering can affect plasticity as well, which is not explicitly included in the above equations [61] [62] [63] [64] . The pressure sensitivity of these equations was addressed by Sun et al. [65] .
Nieh and Wadsworth [36] found that nano-crystallization occurred in Zr 10 Al 5 Ti 19.9 Cu 14.6 Ni BMG coincident with the deviation from Newtonian behavior. Nieh rationalized the nano-crystalline precipitates as akin to dispersion strengthening. Suryanarayana and Inoue [66] appear to suggest that the stress exponent increases due to second phase strengthening of the nanoparticles by a straightforward rule of mixtures for the flow strength. Schuh et al. [2] referenced the Nieh and Wadsworth work and certainly acknowledged the observation that deformation can induce crystallization (as have others [66] [67] [68] [69] ) but appear to favor the rate equation as an explanation for the deviation from Newtonian behavior at higher stresses. Wang et al. [70] found only non-linear creep behavior in Vitreloy 1 if some crystallization occurred. Whereas Newtonian conditions led to elongations in La 55 Al 25 Ni 20 in excess of 20,000% [36] , those at higher rates with non-Newtonian behavior exhibited dramatically reduced values. Many authors [2, 12, 13] proposed metallic glass deformation maps, similar to the construct by Ashby and Frost for crystalline materials. A metallic glass deformation-map is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Ni glassy alloy shows Newtonian flow at low strain rates but non-Newtonian at high strain rates (data from Ref. [37] ). Figure based on [36] .
Newtonian deformation appears to reflect a fully amorphous alloy, but at least in other regions, including heterogeneous deformation, nano-crystallization may be occurring [66] [67] [68] [69] .
Furthermore, as will be discussed in a subsequent section, homogeneous deformation may extend to low temperature, in at least some cases.
Homogeneous flow at very low temperatures
Recent work [57, [71] [72] [73] shows that, given sufficient time, homogeneous deformation can be detected under "electrostatic" (i.e. at a stress less than the yield stress, y ) loading at room temperature (RT). The stress exponent was not assessed, so it was unclear whether Newtonian flow was observed. 20 , may have low T g (323 K) allowing homogeneous deformation at RT [74] . Alloys with higher packing densities exhibit greater plastic strain during homogeneous deformation at room temperature, but show less global plasticity during inhomogeneous deformation in a typical compression test [55] . Park et al. [57] suggest deformation induced structural disordering by molecular dynamic simulations, although others [73] imply STZ as the mechanism. Compression tests on Pd 77 Si 23 with cylindrical samples of diameters 8 m and 140 nm showed that as the sample size decreased to the submicron range, homogeneous deformation occurs and was suggested to occur due to the necessity of a critical size volume for shear bands [75] . Similar results were noted by others [76] .
Anelasticity
In the above discussion of the so-called "electrostatic" regime, a substantial fraction of the (small) non-elastic strain is anelastic. It should be noted that the STZ model naturally predicts some anelasticity. An isolated STZ, by the Argon model, is elastically constrained during activation. This implies that even at a low applied stress (where backflow, according to Eq. (2), is negligible), there is, nonetheless, a back stress that on unloading leads to anelastic back flow. It was additionally pointed out by Ke et al. [72] that there is a range of atomic environments in a glass such that some atoms reside in regions where the local topology is unstable. In these regions, the response to shear stress may include not only atomic displacements but also an anelastic reshuffling of the atomic near-neighbors (i.e. an anelastic STZ operation). Even though Adapted from [2, 12] .
the fraction of atoms involved in these events may be small, the local strains are large enough that their cumulative effect makes a significant contribution to the macroscopic strain [72] .
Primary and transient creep (non-steady-state flow)
Steady-state flow has principally been discussed. So far, it has been presumed that STZs create free volume (leading to softening) and that recovery processes involve the annihilation of free volume (leading to hardening). Therefore, steady state has been regarded as a balance between free volume creation and annihilations. Other hardening effects such as chemical ordering have not been explicitly considered for steady state. It has been suggested that there can be a net free volume increase or decrease during deformation that precedes a steady state. Fig. 6 from Lu et al. [53] shows hardening at the onset of deformation that continues beyond the eventual steady state. The interpretation of this peak stress followed by softening to a steady state is unclear.
Summary
This review of creep (above 0.7 T g ) in amorphous alloys emphasizes a variety of conclusions. First, the mechanism of creep appears to largely be explained by shear transformation zones where deformation is homogeneous. The descriptive equation for STZs suggests a Newtonian region followed by, with increasing stress, a continual increase in the stress exponent. It is not clear, as some suggest, that the non-Newtonian behavior is due to nano-crystallization. Second, homogeneous deformation at room temperature has recently been observed. Third, a substantial fraction of the small non-elastic strain at room temperature is anelastic. Fourth, during primary creep, STZs create free volume, leading to softening. Furthermore, recovery processes or annihilation of free volume leads to hardening.
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